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About This Game

About the game

Heckabomb is a twin-stick shooter for Windows. Works great with any controller. Supports mouse+keys play too. It has varied
levels based in a circular arena and a host of upgradeable stats including bullet spread, rate of fire, turbo boosters and magnetic
collectors. There are six varied add-on weapons too, including a chain-lightning gun, bullet-reflecting satellites and a rapid-fire
swirly thing! (a legal requirement of any arcade shooter) Loads of different of enemies, including huge boss warships, missile

batteries, tractor beams and a deadly enemy ace pilot will challenge your arcade reflexes and endurance.

Twin-stick (controller or mouse+keys)

Visually intense, massive explosions, huge debris clouds, trails everywhere

Spectacular arcade soundtrack

Campaign mode, Survival Mode, Hardcore Mode, AI Duel Challenge
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Online hiscores

Your planet is dead

The Heckabomber is a doomsday weapon, the only thing that survived the destruction of your home planet by the alien armada.
Loaded with devastating planet-destroying bombs, you'll fight across the Universe. Seek out enemy worlds to obliterate, crush
their defenders, crack their planet and harvest the remains for construction materials to upgrade your ship and continue your

rampage.

Asteroids

Asteroids exist throughout the Universe and are often the leftovers of planet formation. With Heckabombs detonating across the
galaxy, asteroids are often the leftovers of planet destruction too! Mining them for resources allows you to build new weapons,

upgrade equipment and resupply smartbombs.

Every second level you'll race to harvest asteroids before the blast wave reaches you from the planet you just blew up!

Planets

After charging up on ship upgrades, you'll take on aggressive enemy ships, crash through their defensive lines and try to get
close enough to their planet to drop a single, devastating Heckabomb onto it.

Enemies come in various shapes and sizes from tiny fast-moving divebombers to massive lumbering tractor-beam transports
that'll try to pin you down for other enemies to shoot.

Warships

Every 10th level, you'll face increasingly huge enemy Warships. Each one carries a unique bonus upgrade that you can only get
if you choose to engage the Warship rather than steer clear of it's deadly weapons and fighter launch bay.

Hardcore

In Hardcore mode you get no continues and enemy accuracy, rate of fire and bullet speed all increase substantially. One life
only, extra challenging fights, vie for a place on the elite hiscore table.

Casual

Casual mode unlocks when you complete just one level of the main campaign. It offers a lot less challenge and a lot more
salvage loot, making for a relaxing shoot-em-up ride up through the game as far as the first Warship encounter. Practice your

moves in relative safety, or just watch the pretty explosions.

Survival

Unlocking the bonus Survival Mode gives you a huge upgrade budget to customize your ship just once then hurls you into an
endless battle against increasingly ferocious odds and a limitless armada of enemy Warships.

Duel

Face the elite enemy ace pilot in the campaign and you'll unlock the bonus Duel Mode where you can challenge the ace alone
(with his 5 elite henchmen... hey, he is a bad guy!)
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Title: Heckabomb
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Allicorn Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2+ Cores, e.g. Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 100 series, Radeon HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Good game.
You can earn achievements.
You can get trading cards.. yeah it was okay
9.5/10
took 7 hrs to get a single ending, maybe i won't be so slow next time. Enjoyable game. Runs well on my pc without crashes.
Graphics are good, pixel style. Could use a tutorial or some other explanation of the controls. Not sure how to make a profit,
some explanation of the trading would also be welcome. Perhaps a bit more polish necessary.. May have been a good game back
when it came out, but now it's just terrible. Looked quite promising at first, but soon, massive dissapointments crept in.
First thing to throw up red flags for me was the error message that greeted me at the launch screen, stating that my Vive
controllers werent supported and that the game would launch in desktop mode. In the end, that error didnt really amount to
much, as it launched just fine in VR and worked with my controllers. Unfortunately, that relief was short-lived, and upon
opening the game I found that the resolution was ungodly low, to the point where text on the menus were almost unreadable.
This, I found out, was a Vive exclusive error, which to this date has not been addressed. A new error has popped up recently, an
error preventing me from playing the single player horde mode, again, yet to be adressed.

Overall, this game had tremendous potential and was beautifully polished (from what I could make out with my lowered
resolution), played like a dream and was, for me at least, something that felt like a true game for VR.
Its a terrible shame that the developers have seemingly vanished, because this is the first indie VR game I've encountered that
doesnt feel cheap and hastily thrown together.. Plexarium is an excellent blend of action, immersion, and rewarding gameplay.
On top of that, I have yet to encounter a single bug within it so far, which is hard to say for some indie titles.. The AI cheats.

If you have anything semi-decent and raise, they will immediately fold unless they have something that will beat you. You can
only raise when you are bluffing, in which case they will always match you and you will lose.

It is apparent the AI can see your cards and takes them into account when deciding their action.
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Fun and cute little space shooter. Recommended! \ud83d\udc4d. Great developer support for this player has youtube search and
a great theater mode.

streaming youtube 360 videos.
If you watch alot of videos this is the player for you.. I cannot, for the life of me, figure out under what circumstances exactly
the jump key will actually make you jump.. THIS GAME CONTAINS:
-WATER SLIDING
-EPIC GUN AND MELEE FIGHTS (very epic)
-PERISCOPE/-BARREL
-INFLATABLE HAMMER
-MEXICAN BORDER WALL
-DÖDSKURVAN
-KKK WIZARDS
-TRIPALOVSKI
-BICYCLE
-CAR + ROCKETLAUNCHER = TANK(???)

THIS GAME DOES NOT CONTAIN:
-BORING♥♥♥♥♥. It's Sensible Soccer!!! (Amiga game from the early 90's)
I absolutely dispise football but this game is great :-). felt like a kid in an arcade again with no limits to my parents' pocket
money. very fun. i'd like more people to play online with.. Game looks interesting but the instructions don't look helpful, tutorial
kind of helps BUT, I'm stuck. As in I can't play the game properly. Everytime I click on a door to encounter it freezes, I have to
restart the game and continue again to continue with the encounter.

I'm playing on Windowed Mode, running a Nvdia GT 1080ti and Ryzen 1600x, so I don't think it's a problem with
requirements.
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